1. Introduction. We consider the functions x(t) of a variable t, defined on a point set E, consisting of an infinity of real or complex numbers. We assume that each function is bounded, and denote the totality of these functions by 5. Given a sequence of real or complex numbers: we now assume that if t(£E, then all X"/£.E. Consider the transformation 00 00
(1.2) y(t) = £ anx(\J) = x(t) + £ anx(\j) = I(x) + A(x), 1 2 say; clearly, if x(t)(E.S, then y(t)(E.S. We further assume that the sequence (1.1) has the property: (P) the product of any two X is a X. It then follows that X^1 • • • X?* is in the sequence (1.1) ; «i, o¡2, ■ ■ ■ are non-negative integers. We shall give conditions under which the functional equation (1.2) has a unique inverse; we shall express the inverse in the form x(t) =y>,¿>"'v(X"¿). and we shall give applications to problems of closure and completeness. The special case Xn=« is a generalization of an inversion formula due to Möbius. It has been applied to prove completeness (closure) of certain sequences in two papers by E. Hille and the author [5, I and II] .
OTTO SZÂSZ [September distance of two elements xi(t), ¡c2(<) by (xi, x2) = l.u.b.t^E¡Xi(t} -Xi(t)\, and putting \\x(t)\\ = (x(t), 0), we see that 5 is a normed vector space of type (B) . Under the assumption (1.1a), (1.2) is a linear operation in S and IMwllsslMli:i«.|. • ■ • =k, into k not necessarily different factors, X">1, corresponds a term in Bk(n), the order of different factors X™ being essential. In other words, we have the formal identity
where Ck(n) is the number of terms in Bk{n). It is clear that CO 00 ¿ zi*-i ^ r**=--- Proof. Under the assumption (3.4) X) I anU,yfrn\vt) I < 00 substitution of (3.2) into (1.2) yields, in view of (3.1)
This proves the first part of our theorem. Furthermore if x(t) is a solution of (1.2) satisfying (3.3), then from 00 y(A»0 = E anx(\n\vf) and from (3.1), 00 Z M":y(X"<) = E anUvX(\nkvt) = *(/). Note that we no longer assume that x(i), y(t) belong to S. The theorem holds for those values of t which satisfy the assumption of absolute con-vergence of (3.3) and (3.4) . In Theorem l,we had the assumptions E2°lan| <!< x(t)f y(t) bounded in E. The unique solution was (3.5) * t -£ anô"(X"X") '/ ' = / '(2 «»X/XZ^-X,,");
n,ï>-l thus (3.6) holds, which proves (3.1) with «"=&».
It follows from Theorem 2 that if (3.1) has exactly one solution which satisfies (3.4), then the equation (1.2) has exactly one solution which satisfies (3.3) , and the solution is given by (3.2).
We call a sequence uv that satisfies (3.1) a reciprocal or inverse oí the sequence on of X-type.
For X"=n, (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to the inversion formulae of Möbius: Oi = l, Mi = l, 2 M««n = 0, m > 1, or (2 «»»~*)(2 w»«-*) = 1. The system (3.1) now reduces to (3.7), which has the unique solution u" = u(n)a" -b". This is seen from the formal identities Z «n«-= Il (1 -aPP")-\ Il (1 -ipp-) = Z u(n)ann-. If in addition Z"|an| <1, then Z"-i (Z2" jo."|)* = Z-^(n)|a»l is convergent.
Ct(n) is closely related to d(n), the number of divisors of n; we have Zá(»)n-= (f(í))2, 
is a solution of (1.2). There is at most one solution satisfying (4.7); if it exists, it is given by (4.8).
It follows from the second part of the theorem, that the only solution of the homogeneous equation ^a^¡cCKnt) = 0 which satisfies (4.7) is x(t) = 0. For an application see §6.
If in particular 2Ia» I < °° an(^ ^ yW is bounded, then (4.6) holds (see the Note) hence (4.8) is the unique solution of (1.2) which satisfies (4.7).
5. Application to approximation and closure. Given a sequence of functions <j)n{t), w^l, ¿CE, we call the totality of functions which can be approximated uniformly by linear aggregates 2" c*4>v(t) in E, the span of the sequence l<f>n(t)}, and denote it by M(<f>n). It is also called the closed linear manifold determined by the sequence <f>n(t).
Consider now the sequences x(Knt) =xr, and y(X"/) =y»; we shall prove: (a) It is easy to see that any function f(t) that can be approximated uniformly by the sequence y(\"t), that is,/(/)£M(y"), also belongs to M(x").
For let «>0 be given, and /W-¿c*y(X**) < e, / G E, ck = Ck(n,t), n -w(e);
then from (1.2)
M "IE avx(Kv\,t)
Furthermore, n being fixed, 2 c*2 avx(\v\kt) < «. We shall prove :
Theorem. 6. Let a>l/3; y(0 = (sin t)a for Oá/^Tr; y(-t) = -y(t) =y(2x -t). The span of the sequence {y(nt)} is identical with the span of the sequence {sin nt\ in C(0, ir).
On putting Oo = 0, we have from (5.1) for a> -1, w^l, 
In particular 02« = 0, » = 0, 1, 2, • -,
It follows that 2la2»+i| < °° for a>0, and 0<O2n+l<O2n_ifor -l<a<l. For « = 1: 01 = (2/ir)/o'(sin /)^ift>0.
From (5.4) (2v + a + l)02"+i = (2v + a -l)o2"_i -2ao2"_i, hence n 00
(2w + a + l)02n+i = (a + l)oi -2a2 a2"-i, 2a2 a2»-i = (a + l)«i (from (5.5)). Let first l/3<a<l; then o2n-i>0, n>0, and
hence Theorem 4 applies. Next let Ka^3; then a!n+i^O for »>0, and 00 00 a -J (5.6) 21 a2i>-l I = -2 a2«-i = ~"""^ ai < ai-
Finally for a>3 from (5.5) . Here 1 =r^ °o. Note. The series ^anxÇK"t) need not be convergent;
it maybe an orthogonal development of a function y(t)(ELr, or associated with such a function by some summability method. To be more specific, choose Xn = «; let x(t), -<*> <t< », be a bounded function. Assume that x(nt), « = 1, 2, 3, • • • , is a complete orthogonal system for the interval (a, b). Let 2=>< », y(t)Ç.Lr(a, b). Consider its Fourier development 00 (6.6) y(*)~EM4 i
We assume that the sequence {a"\ is completely multiplicative, and that
Z|o-lr'<*. r'=f/(r-l). Let *<*) = J *{nt)-g{t)dt, g(t) G £,.. 7. Application to special cases. [7] states that the system I, y(nt),u(nt), where u(t)=t*-t +1/6,0 á/jgl, and of period 1, is complete in Z.2(0, 1).
Utilizing the uniform convergence of (7.2), it is seen that the span of the sequence sin 2nirt in £7(0, 1) is included in the span of the sequence y{nt). A generalization of (7.1) is " sin 2virt y(t) ~ Z --' 1/2 < a < 1.
V
We have 2"*'~<'"''< °° for ar'>\, or r<l/(l-a); hence, by the YoungHausdorff inequalities (see [11, p. 190] ) y(t)Ç.Lr for r<l/(l-a), and by Theorem 8 the sequence {y(nt)} is complete in Lr(0, 1/2) for r <1/(1 -a). A similar result holds for the corresponding cosine series. For r = 2 see Wintner [10] .
P. Erdös called my attention to two interesting papers by H. Davenport [3] . It is proved in the second paper that the series It should be noted that Davenport, in proving the uniform convergence of the series (7.2), uses a method based on Vinogradov's recent work on the theory of primes. This is only natural when we observe that the uniform convergence of (7.2) implies the prime number theorem. In fact, if we write
it follows from uniform convergence that s*{n~2)-»0, or n-2 2iAt(*') -2_1 2"î,-1mM-»0 as «->oo. Hence ^¡vrlp(v)-*Q, and this is known to be equivalent to the prime number theorem.
We discuss here the limiting case 2? Ia» I = 1 01 Theorem 7 for the special case of sine or cosine series and for completeness in Lx. Theorem 12. 7/ 00 00 y(i) = sin t + Z a" sin nt> Z I a» I = li 2 2 iAcw the sequence \y{nt)} is complete in LK(0, w).
A similar result holds for cosine series. In particular the sequence of Theorem 6 is complete in Lx(0, ir) for a = 1/3, and the sequence of Theorem 6' is complete in LK(0, x/2) for a = 2/3. Normalizing ^(t) by ^(0)=0, yp(t) = {\ft(t-0)+if>(t+0) }/2 for 0<¿<1, the condition of closure is that (8.1) should imply \f/(t) =0 for O^/^l.
We first give three lemmas. See Widder, Theorem 8b, p. 14. J. Korevaar pointed out to me that this conclusion is incorrect, unless we use the convergence of (9.1) in the closed interval to a continuous function. We have mentioned however that this can be proved on using the prime number Repeating this process we find easily Qs(0 = r(/3 + 2), ß> -1. This proves the lemma.
It follows that the series 00 Z n(n)nH-"(l -ty+1kß(fn) = <»-«(l -f)«+1, t> è 1; 0 á í g 1, i
converges boundedly. Assume that h(t) j^O and has a continuous derivative in (0, 1); then termwise integration yields 2m(»)»s f r«(i -ty+lk(t)kß(t°n)dt = f i»-"(i -0í+1a(0#. For h{t) = {\-0", PsïO, a = 0 (see [5, I , II]); there the second term was omitted by an oversight. For p>0 this is clearly not permissible as then all linear combinations in the sequence take on equal values at 0 and 1. This was pointed out to me by J. Korevaar.
For a = l the second of the conditions (9.4) is included in (9.3). We thus get the following theorem. In particular (j3 = 0and /3 = 1) each of the sequences 1,((1 -t)tn~l/{\-tn))
•ft(0;l, ((l-02ín~7(l-í")2)«(0,« = l, is complete in C(0, 1).
While in [5] complex function theory was employed, the proof given here presents a simplification. However, the complex method permits some generalizations.
If 
